GENERAL NOTES
1. Detail intended for nonstructural applications.
2. Stud depth, spacing and thickness based on height of wall and design load. Consult
   SFIA Technical Guide for Cold-Formed Steel Framing Products for limiting heights.
3. Sequence of installation shall be as follows: (Per ASTM 754)
   a. Install stud to form outside corner.
   b. Apply single layer of gypsum panel to flange of first stud.
   c. Install second stud and mechanically attach second stud to first by a screw installed through
      the web of the first stud, through the gypsum panel and into the flange of the first stud.
4. Tape and finish inside corner with appropriate joint finish system.
5. Gypsum panel type and thickness as required to meet design considerations.

DISCLAIMER: This detail must not be used without a complete evaluation by the owner's design professional